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Introduction to Probability
The men of Alpha Dog, a second chance program for at-risk teens, work hard and play hard. And when it comes to
protecting the women they love . . . nothing stands in their way. Danielle Hill used to live on the wild side, until a surprise
pregnancy forced her to get her act together. Now her whole life revolves around her young son, and she will do anything to
keep Noah’s heart protected, even if it means avoiding the Marine who makes her want to be oh so bad . . . Tyler Best loves
his family, his friends, and his life, and he plans on living it to the fullest after nearly losing it. But Tyler didn’t bank on
running into a beautiful blond with blazing green eyes and temper to match his. Tyler always thought he wasn’t ready to
settle down, but Dani and Noah make him rethink his playboy ways . . . Only just as these two start to build something, a
shadow from Dani’s past comes back to haunt them. But Tyler will do anything to keep her and Noah safe . . . anything.

Fences
“The finest work of fiction by any American writer No American novel comes closer than Gatsby to surpassing literary
artistry, and none tells us more about ourselves” THE WASHINGTON POST “A curious book, a mystical, glamorous story
that's both boisterous and tragic” THE NEW YORK TIMES “Fantastic proof that chivalry, of a sort, is not dead” LIFE
MAGAZINE It's the Roaring Twenties, and New York City is the place to be. Everything can be purchased, everyone can be
bought. But, can you make money erase your past? It's the Roaring Twenties, and it is the time of over-indulgence. As far as
the eyes can see and the mind can perceive, there are ostentatious displays of wealth and even more lavish displays of
decadency. Unapologetic decadency. But, does it ever stop? It's the Roaring Twenties, and the great American Dream has
been perverted. It no longer stands for anything profound that resonates with people. But, does the Idealism even attempt
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to stop the Materialism? As more and more people lose themselves to the lure of money, ironically the only person who
remains unaffected is Jay Gatsby, the enigmatic host of the most extravagant parties… In this definitive tale on American
culture, Fitzgerald pits a chaste dream against the corrupting influences of wealth and comes up with an epic story that can
only be defined as ‘A Great American novel’.

Men Out of Uniform
Examining the largest prisoner-of-war handling operation in U.S. history, this book offers a meticulous account of the myriad
problems—as well as the impressive successes—that came with housing 371,000 German POWs on American soil during
World War II. Antonio Thompson draws on extensive archival research to probe the various ways in which the U.S.
government strove to comply with the Geneva Convention’s mandate that enemy prisoners be moved from the war zone
and given food, shelter, and clothing equal to that provided for American soldiers. While the prisoners became a ready
source of manpower for the labor-starved American home front and received small wages in return, their stay in the United
States generated more than a few difficulties, which included not only daunting logistics but also violence within the camps.
Such violence was often blamed on Nazi influence and control; however, as Thompson points out, only a few of the
prisoners were actually Nazis. Because the Germans had cobbled together military forces that included convicts, their own
POWs, volunteers from neutral nations, and conscripts from occupied countries, the bonds that held these soldiers together
amid the pressures of combat dissolved once they were placed behind barbed wire. When these “men in German uniform,”
who were not always Germans, donned POW garb, their former social, racial, religious, and ethnic tensions quickly
reemerged. To counter such troubles, American authorities organized various activities—including sports, arts, education,
and religion—within the POW camps; some prisoners even participated in an illegal denazification program created by the
U.S. government. Despite the problems, Thompson argues, the POW-housing program proved largely successful, as
Americans maintained their reputation for fairness and humane treatment during a time of widespread turmoil. Antonio
Thompson is an assistant professor of history at Austin Peay State University and the author of German Jackboots on
Kentucky Bluegrass: Housing German Prisoners of War in Kentucky, 1942–1946. He has also taught at the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point.

Special D for Three [Men Out of Uniform 3]
In the wake of tragedy, SEAL Mark Whitley rushed stateside to act as guardian to his sister’s three young children. But a
conflicting will could give custody to someone else—someone Mark remembers as a too young, too hot, wild party boy.
Even after six years, Mark can’t shake the memory of his close encounter with Isaiah James, or face up to what it says about
his own sexuality. Isaiah’s totally over the crush that made him proposition Mark all those years ago. In fact, he’s done with
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crushing on the wrong men altogether. For now, he’s throwing himself into proving he’s the best person to care for his
cousin’s kids. But there’s no denying there’s something sexy about a big, tough military man with a baby in his arms. As the
legal details get sorted out, their long-buried attraction resurfaces, leading to intimate evenings after the kids are tucked in.
A forever future is within reach for all of them, if only Mark can find the courage he needs to trust Isaiah with his
secrets—and his heart. This book is approximately 80,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina
Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! Carina Press acknowledges the
editorial services of Deborah Nemeth

Red Heat
Part of the Legend Classics seriesAs Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams he found himself transformed
in his bed into a gigantic insect.The Metamorphosis - the masterpiece of Franz Kafka - was first published in 1915 and is one
of the seminal works of fiction of the twentieth century. The novel is cited as a key influence for many of today’s leading
authors; as Auden wrote: "Kafka is important to us because his predicament is the predicament of modern man".Traveling
salesman, Gregor Samsa, wakes to find himself transformed into a large, monstrous insect-like creature. The cause of
Gregor's transformation is never revealed, and as he attempts to adjust to his new condition he becomes a burden to his
parents and sister, who are repelled by the horrible, verminous creature Gregor has become.A harrowing, yet strangely
comic, meditation on human feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and isolation, The Metamorphosishas taken its place as one of
the most widely read and influential works of twentieth-century fiction.The Legend Classics series:Around the World in
Eighty DaysThe Adventures of Huckleberry FinnThe Importance of Being EarnestAlice's Adventures in WonderlandThe
MetamorphosisThe Railway ChildrenThe Hound of the BaskervillesFrankensteinWuthering HeightsThree Men in a BoatThe
Time MachineLittle WomenAnne of Green GablesThe Jungle BookThe Yellow Wallpaper and Other StoriesDraculaA Study in
ScarletLeaves of GrassThe Secret GardenThe War of the WorldsA Christmas CarolStrange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr
HydeHeart of DarknessThe Scarlet LetterThis Side of ParadiseOliver TwistThe Picture of Dorian GrayTreasure IslandThe Turn
of the ScrewThe Adventures of Tom SawyerEmmaThe TrialA Selection of Short Stories by Edgar Allen PoeGrimm Fairy Tales

The Book Thief
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • “A moving experience . . . a powerful cautionary tale.”—Whitley Strieber He was a
survivor—a wanderer who traded tales for food and shelter in the dark and savage aftermath of a devastating war. Fate
touches him one chill winter’s day when he borrows the jacket of a long-dead postal worker to protect himself from the
cold. The old, worn uniform still has power as a symbol of hope, and with it he begins to weave his greatest tale, of a nation
on the road to recovery. This is the story of a lie that became the most powerful kind of truth. A timeless novel as urgently
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compelling as War Day or Alas, Babylon, David Brin’s The Postman is the dramatically moving saga of a man who rekindled
the spirit of America through the power of a dream, from a modern master of science fiction. “The Postman will keep you
engrossed until you’ve finished the last page.”—Chicago Tribune

Blue Forever
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books of our
time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to
earn a PhD from Cambridge University “An amazing story, and truly inspiring. It’s even better than you’ve heard.”—Bill
Gates NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT
BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics
Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles
Times Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in
a classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children received an
education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself
into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and
across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there
was still a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her
book poses are universal: How much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must we betray them to
grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine •
Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times •
Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste •
Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • BookRiot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library

Things Fall Apart
Revised edition of the author's Out of uniform, c2012.

The City of Ember
In this searingly sexy anthology, #1 New York Times bestselling authors Sylvia Day, Maya Banks, and national bestselling
author Karin Tabke present three stories of men in uniform—unzipped. They may enforce the rules, but when men in
uniform are off duty and under the covers, they're experts at breaking them. After all, the hottest thing about a man in
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uniform is imagining him out of it In Maya Banks’s “Soul Possession,” Jessie spends a hot night with two sexy-as-sin
detectives, only to be accused of murder the very next day. But when Jessie becomes the target of a serial killer, her two
detectives will risk everything to have her back in their arms—and in their bed It’s time for protected witness Layla Creed to
come out of hiding and take the stand in “Taking the Heat” by Sylvia Day. Layla has only three days to reconnect with
federal marshal Brian Simmons—and slake the white-hot lust that has simmered between them for years Karin Tabke’s
“Wanted” follows the X-rated exploits of bad-boy cop Colin Daniels and the soon-to-be-ex-wife of a mob boss. He’s been
hired to guard her body, but it drives him to distraction instead, putting his career—and his life—on the line

Educated
"They may enforce the rules, but when men in uniform are off duty and under the covers, they're experts at breaking them.
In this searingly sexy anthology, popular authors Maya Banks, Sylvia Day, and Karin Tabke present men in
uniform--unzipped In Maya Banks's Soul Possession, Jessie spends a hot night with two sexy-as-sin detectives, only to be
accused of murder the very next day. But when Jessie becomes the target of a serial killer, her two detectives will risk
everything to have her back in their arms--and in their bed It's time for protected witness Layla Creed to come out of hiding
and take the stand in Taking the Heat by Sylvia Day. Layla has only three days to reconnect with federal marshal Brian
Simmons--and slake the white-hot lust that has simmered between them for years Karin Tabke's Wanted follows the X-rated
exploits of bad-boy cop Colin Daniels and the soon-to-be-ex-wife of a mob boss. He's been hired to guard her body, but it
drives him to distraction instead, putting his career--and his life--on the line.."--

The Man Behind the Uniform
CIA analyst Julie Severin poses as a reporter aboard a Russian submarine-only to be unexpectedly reunited with Captain
Nikolai Romanov, with whom she had a sizzling encounter just the night before.

Eleanor & Park
What does it mean to be male in the 21st Century? Award-winning artist Grayson Perry explores what masculinity is: from
sex to power, from fashion to career prospects, and what it could become—with illustrations throughout. In this witty and
necessary new book, artist Grayson Perry trains his keen eye on the world of men to ask, what sort of man would make the
world a better place? What would happen if we rethought the macho, outdated version of manhood, and embraced a
different ideal? In the current atmosphere of bullying, intolerance and misogyny, demonstrated in the recent Trump versus
Clinton presidential campaign, The Descent of Man is a timely and essential addition to current conversations around
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gender. Apart from gaining vast new wardrobe options, the real benefit might be that a newly fitted masculinity will allow
men to have better relationships—and that’s happiness, right? Grayson Perry admits he’s not immune from the stereotypes
himself—yet his thoughts on everything from power to physical appearance, from emotions to a brand new Manifesto for
Men, are shot through with honesty, tenderness, and the belief that, for everyone to benefit, updating masculinity has to be
something men decide to do themselves. They have nothing to lose but their hang-ups.

Slaughterhouse-five
From legendary playwright August Wilson comes the powerful, stunning dramatic bestseller that won him critical acclaim,
including the Tony Award for Best Play and the Pulitzer Prize. Troy Maxson is a strong man, a hard man. He has had to be to
survive. Troy Maxson has gone through life in an America where to be proud and black is to face pressures that could crush
a man, body and soul. But the 1950s are yielding to the new spirit of liberation in the 1960s, a spirit that is changing the
world Troy Maxson has learned to deal with the only way he can, a spirit that is making him a stranger, angry and afraid, in
a world he never knew and to a wife and son he understands less and less. This is a modern classic, a book that deals with
the impossibly difficult themes of race in America, set during the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 60s. Now an
Academy Award-winning film directed by and starring Denzel Washington, along with Academy Award and Golden Globe
winner Viola Davis.

A Very Stable Genius
From Sylvia Day, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Crossfire novels, comes Taking the Heat, a novella of the
Shadow Stalkers—where men in uniform are trained to enforce the rules. Out of uniform, those rules are made to be
broken. He had three days to fix everything. Three days to remind her of how good they were together. She was a captive
audience… Layla Creed and Deputy US Marshal Brian Simmons have a history that is as hot and heartbreaking as it is
unforgettable. Now their paths have crossed once again. This time things are twice as hot. Layla—a protected witness—has
been persuaded to come out of hiding and testify in a sensational murder trial. But as far as Brian’s concerned, there’s an
even more pressing problem. Once Layla testifies she’ll get sucked back into the Witness Protection Program. A new
identity, a new location, a new occupation—and a new inspector to check up on her. In other words, out of his life forever.
There is one more option—take Layla and go on the run. Rekindling what they once had should be easy. But a stranger in
their shadow has plans of his own, forcing Brian and Layla to risk everything in the name of love. Includes a preview of On
Fire, another novella in the Shadow Stalkers series. Taking the Heat previously appeared in Men Out of Uniform Praise for
the novels of Sylvia Day: “When it comes to brewing up scorchingly hot sexual chemistry, Day has few literary
rivals.”—Booklist “… obliterates the competition.”—Joyfully Reviewed “A wild, high-altitude ride.”—USAToday.com
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The Testaments
Nina Bruhns, multi-award-winning author of White Hot, returns with another sexy, adrenaline-pumping thrill ride that will
keep you on the edge of your seat… Dashing and devilish Major Kiptyn Llowell is the opposite of reasonable. But when his
top secret mission on exotic Hainan Island, China, goes belly up, Kip throws himself on the mercy of the eminently sensible
(and irresistibly sexy) DeAnne Lovejoy to hitch a ride to his rendezvous point. But he gets far more than he bargained for…
As an officer of the U.S Department of State, DeAnne helps American citizens in need of aid on foreign soil. Yet, when
DeAnne sets eyes on Kip’s impressive body, she’s the one who needs rescuing—from her own X-rated thoughts! But before
Kip and DeAnne even get the chance to flirt, an enemy platoon storms in, guns blazing. Covers blown and running for their
lives, the pair must complete Kip’s mission together. Amidst escalating feelings, they just hope to survive long enough to
enjoy this wild ride to a loving future…

Men Out of Uniform
New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks walks the sizzling knife-edge between danger and desire as one woman with
a killer in her shadow finds protective rapture with the two men with a need to save her The hottest thing about a man in
uniform is imagining him out of it. For gorgeous Jessie Callahan this was all part of the ritual—a flirty little game indulged in
with the two sexy-as-sin detectives she always saw at the same bar with the same naughty little glint in their eyes. Then
one night, the game changed. Rick and Tru took it one step further and made a tantalizing proposition. To their surprise,
Jessie said yes. To both of them. It was a night of total abandon none of them would ever forget. But with it, a risk none of
them could have imagined. Because when Jessie suddenly becomes the target of a serial killer, the game changes once
again. And Jessie’s two detectives will risk everything to have her back in their arms—and in their bed Includes a preview of
Fever Soul Possession previously appeared in Men Out of Uniform

The Indian in the Cupboard
Three is most definitely not a crowd Claire McKinley has just experienced every bride's nightmare: the groom is a no-show,
and now she must face five hundred guests alone. Furious and humiliated, she seeks help from the most unlikely candidateher almost-brother-in-law, who promptly whisks her away to his apartment in San Diego, where she can recover her pride in
peace and quiet. Dylan Wade is no fan of Claire's, but he can't ignore the jilted bride in her time of need. Bringing her home
seems like a good idea-until he remembers his new roommate. Dylan's relationship with Aidan Rhodes iscomplicated. And
with Claire thrown into the mix, life becomes even morecomplicated. Claire is blindsided by her attraction not only to Dylan,
but also to Aidan, a man she's just met. Soon they're caught up in an all-consuming sexual storm they can't fight even if
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they wanted to. But when their hearts get involved, Claire wonders if it can last, or if she's just setting herself up for more
heartache. Warning: This book is very dirty. Ménage a trois and man-on-man dirty. Graphic language and explicit sex dirty.
Basically? Dirty. You've been warned.

Soul Possession (Novella)
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in
which all printed reading material is burned.

Hotter Than Ever
When she finds a stowaway on her cargo ship, Captain Samantha Richardson refuses to let U.S. Navy Lieutenant
Commander Clint Walker, who is on the run from Chinese operatives, stand in the way of her career until she decides to
indulge in a dangerous, one-time indiscretion. Original. 50,000 first printing.

All Quiet on the Western Front
Hiroshima is the story of six people--a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician, a Methodist minister, a young surgeon, and
a German Catholic priest--who lived through the greatest single manmade disaster in history. In vivid and indelible prose,
Pulitzer Prize-winner John Hersey traces the stories of these half-dozen individuals from 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when
Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city, through the hours and days that followed. Almost
four decades after the original publication of this celebrated book, Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of the people
whose stories he had told, and his account of what he discovered is now the eloquent and moving final chapter of
Hiroshima.

White Hot
#1 New York Times Best Seller! "Eleanor & Park reminded me not just what it's like to be young and in love with a girl, but
also what it's like to be young and in love with a book."-John Green, The New York Times Book Review Bono met his wife in
high school, Park says. So did Jerry Lee Lewis, Eleanor answers. I'm not kidding, he says. You should be, she says, we're 16.
What about Romeo and Juliet? Shallow, confused, then dead. I love you, Park says. Wherefore art thou, Eleanor answers. I'm
not kidding, he says. You should be. Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed
misfits-smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough to try. When Eleanor
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meets Park, you'll remember your own first love-and just how hard it pulled you under. A New York Times Best Seller! A
2014 Michael L. Printz Honor Book for Excellence in Young Adult Literature Eleanor & Park is the winner of the 2013 Boston
Globe Horn Book Award for Best Fiction Book. A Publishers Weekly Best Children's Book of 2013 A New York Times Book
Review Notable Children's Book of 2013 A Kirkus Reviews Best Teen Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013

To Be a Man
“On Point is an exciting and emotionally satisfying story and the Out of Uniform series continues to deliver well-crafted
military romances.”—All About Romance Never fall for your best friend… Pushing thirty, with his reenlistment looming,
decorated navy sniper Maddox Horvat is taking a long look at what he really wants in life. And what he wants is Ben Tovey.
It isn’t smart, falling for his best friend and fellow SEAL, but ten years with Ben has forged a bond so intimate Maddox can’t
ignore it. He needs Ben by his side forever—heart and soul. Ben admits he likes what he’s seen—his friend’s full lower lip
and the perfect muscles of his ass have proved distracting more than once. But Ben’s still reeling from a relationship gone
to hell, and he’s not about to screw up his friendship with Maddox, too. Until their next mission throws Ben and Maddox
closer together than ever before, with only each other to depend on. Now, in the lonely, desperate hours awaiting rescue,
the real challenge—confronting themselves, their future and their desires—begins. Man to man, friend to friend, lover to
lover. Don’t miss the Out of Uniform series by Annabeth Albert! Order your copy of Off Base, At Attention, Wheels Up,
Squared Away, Tight Quarters and Rough Terrain today! This book is approximately 78,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a
promise!

Hiroshima
He wasn’t looking for love . . . Two years after the death of his wife, Sergeant Blake Kline is still hurting. He isn’t ready to
date, but whenever he stops by his local diner and sees the friendly smile of his favorite waitress, he feels a spark of true
happiness again. And when her life is unexpectedly threatened, Blake discovers his feelings for her might not be as platonic
as he thought. She was holding out for the hero of her dreams . . . Bookworm Hannah York has always been a hopeless
romantic—preferring book boyfriends to blind dates—and she’s been day-dreaming about Blake since the moment he came
into her diner. She’s convinced they’ll never be more than friends . . . until Blake kisses her and “weak in the knees”
becomes more than just a line from her favorite romance novel. The closer Blake and Hannah get, however, the harder he
fights to keep her at a distance. But forever has a way of sneaking up on you . . . When their blossoming relationship takes
a complicated turn, Blake will have to face his past . . . or risk losing Hannah forever.
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Taking the Heat
Introduces machine learning and its algorithmic paradigms, explaining the principles behind automated learning
approaches and the considerations underlying their usage.

Out of Uniform, Second Edition
One of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped Our World' A worldwide bestseller and the first part of Achebe's African Trilogy,
Things Fall Apart is the compelling story of one man's battle to protect his community against the forces of change
Okonkwo is the greatest wrestler and warrior alive, and his fame spreads throughout West Africa like a bush-fire in the
harmattan. But when he accidentally kills a clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find
missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his world thrown radically off-balance he can only
hurtle towards tragedy. First published in 1958, Chinua Achebe's stark, coolly ironic novel reshaped both African and world
literature, and has sold over ten million copies in forty-five languages. This arresting parable of a proud but powerless man
witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling the fate of one African community,
continued in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease. 'His courage and generosity are made manifest in the work' Toni Morrison
'The writer in whose company the prison walls fell down' Nelson Mandela 'A great book, that bespeaks a great, brave, kind,
human spirit' John Updike With an Introduction by Biyi Bandele

Holding Out for a Hero
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who
teach him that time is an eternal present

One Lucky Hero
In this dazzling collection of short fiction, the National Book Award Finalist and New York Times bestselling author of The
History of Love—“one of America’s most important novelists and an international literary sensation” (New York
Times)—explores what it means to be in a couple, and to be a man and a woman in that perplexing relationship and
beyond. In one of her strongest works of fiction yet, Nicole Krauss plunges fearlessly into the struggle to understand what it
is to be a man and what it is to be a woman, and the arising tensions that have existed from the very beginning of time. Set
in our contemporary moment, and moving across the globe from Switzerland, Japan, and New York City to Tel Aviv, Los
Angeles, and South America, the stories in To Be a Man feature male characters as fathers, lovers, friends, children,
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seducers, and even a lost husband who may never have been a husband at all. The way these stories mirror one other and
resonate is beautiful, with a balance so finely tuned that the book almost feels like a novel. Echoes ring through stages of
life: aging parents and new-born babies; young women’s coming of age and the newfound, somewhat bewildering sexual
power that accompanies it; generational gaps and unexpected deliveries of strange new leases on life; mystery and wonder
at a life lived or a future waiting to unfold. To Be a Man illuminates with a fierce, unwavering light the forces driving human
existence: sex, power, violence, passion, self-discovery, growing older. Profound, poignant, and brilliant, Krauss’s stories are
at once startling and deeply moving, but always revealing of all-too-human weakness and strength.

The Postman
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer
Prize winners, provide the definitive insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency with shocking new reporting and
insight into its implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J. Trump's march to the presidency on July 21, 2016, when
he accepted the Republican presidential nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he described as a fallen nation.
Yet over the subsequent years, as he has undertaken the actual work of the commander in chief, it has been hard to see
beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and constant bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake Trump's first term
for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but there were patterns to his behavior and that of his associates. The universal
value of the Trump administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to the president himself - and Trump's North Star has
been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful democracy. Leonnig and
Rucker, with deep and unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell of rages and frenzies but also moments of
courage and perseverance. Relying on scores of exclusive new interviews with some of the most senior members of the
Trump administration and other firsthand witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth president up close, taking readers
inside Robert Mueller's Russia investigation as well as the president's own hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal
defense. Here for the first time certain officials who have felt honor-bound not to publicly criticize a sitting president or to
divulge what they witnessed in a position of trust tell the truth for the benefit of history. This peerless and gripping
narrative reveals President Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how decision making in his administration has been
driven by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and self-aggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the story of how an
unparalleled president has scrambled to survive and tested the strength of America's democracy and its common heart as a
nation.

Men in German Uniform
Celebrate the men who keep us safe--and they're hot too! Spend some quality time coloring men in--and out of--uniform.
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From firefighters to policemen, from the navy to the marines, enjoy our civil servants and armed forces personnel in a new
way. Thrill to 30 single-sided illustrations of the best our country has to offer-- whether they're fighting fires or saving
kittens, they look good doing it!

Homoerotic Color Therapy
'Life affirming, triumphant and tragic . . . masterfully told. . . but also a wonderful page-turner' Guardian 'Brilliant and
hugely ambitious' New York Times 'Extraordinary' Telegraph ___ HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster
family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story
and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL
IS NARRATED BY DEATH ___ Over 16 million copies sold worldwide. Now a major motion picture.

Squared Away
Men in Uniform Adult Coloring Book
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their doomed city has
captivated kids and teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to
flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An
American Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William
Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the
verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred
“While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

The Metamorphosis (Legend Classics)
Now a Major Motion Picture starring Emma Watson and Tom Hanks. A bestselling dystopian novel that tackles surveillance,
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privacy and the frightening intrusions of technology in our lives. When Mae Holland is hired to work for the Circle, the
world’s most powerful internet company, she feels she’s been given the opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle, run out of a
sprawling California campus, links users’ personal emails, social media, banking, and purchasing with their universal
operating system, resulting in one online identity and a new age of civility and transparency. As Mae tours the open-plan
office spaces, the towering glass dining facilities, the cozy dorms for those who spend nights at work, she is thrilled with the
company’s modernity and activity. There are parties that last through the night, there are famous musicians playing on the
lawn, there are athletic activities and clubs and brunches, and even an aquarium of rare fish retrieved from the Marianas
Trench by the CEO. Mae can’t believe her luck, her great fortune to work for the most influential company in the
world—even as life beyond the campus grows distant, even as a strange encounter with a colleague leaves her shaken,
even as her role at the Circle becomes increasingly public. What begins as the captivating story of one woman’s ambition
and idealism soon becomes a heart-racing novel of suspense, raising questions about memory, history, privacy, democracy,
and the limits of human knowledge.

The Great Gatsby
Understanding Machine Learning
Welcome to this Color Therapy book, by Colorful Coloring Books. Each page is filled with a unique piece of art based around
homoerotic images of sexy men. Have you had a hard day at work and just want to unwind by coloring some hunks? Do you
have anxiety or depression and need help relaxing? Are you attracted to bears, twinks, muscle daddys, pretty boys or other
attractive men? If that is the case, this Color Therapy book is ideal for you! This Color Therapy book will allow you to take
out your daily and sexual frustrations by coloring in 20 images of beautiful men. We hope you enjoy yourself coloring and
feel the burdens of stress ebb away! "Homoerotic Color Therapy: A Gay Coloring Book Full Of Hunks, Men In Uniform, Bears,
Twinks, Muscle Daddys And Other Beautiful Men," by Colorful Coloring Books. Product Details: - Printed single-sided on
bright white paper - Premium glossy cover finish - Soothing seamless patterns on reverse pages - Perfect for all coloring
mediums - High quality 60 pound paper stock - Large format 8.5" wide x 11.0" tall pages - Anti Stress - Anti Anxiety - Anti
Depression - Pro Happiness - Pro Relaxation - Pro Mindfulness - Pro Gay Rights - Pro LGBT ABOUT THE AUTHOR During my
childhood and my teenage years, I found myself prone to taking 'action' to relieve my daily stresses, problems and
grievances. Unfortunately, the 'actions' I took tended to be extremely self-destructive in nature. It wasn't until I was older
that I realized how calming, stress relieving and relaxing colour therapy books can truly be - I guess the term 'therapy'
should have made that obvious to me, oh well. I have always had an interest in things that have been considered to be
'socially unacceptable' and 'taboo,' and wanted my coloring books to reflect this. Hence the creation of 'Colorful Coloring
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Books,' a series of adult themed color therapy books that aim to give you both a relaxing and enjoyable experience, and to
also, hopefully, make you laugh along the way. All forms of Feedback are greatly appreciated! This coloring book makes a
perfect gift, stocking filler, secret santa or personal present for the Christmas period.

The Descent of Man
[Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F with M/M] On her first day managing her mother’s Pennsylvania
yarn store, Molly Potter finds herself caught in the middle of a blizzard with no supplies or way to get home. Before she can
panic, UPS driver Ryan Carmichael arrives to play the hero by delivering her to the safety of the house he shares with his
lover, Jake Grove. As the storm rages beyond the walls of the Grove Mansion, inside the three find their attraction to one
another sparks a bonfire that heats up the entire house. When the men tell her of Ryan’s trouble with the government,
Molly finds herself in a position to help. Will she? Or will she walk away when the roads open? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

On Point
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools for
understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples,
ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional

Hero of Mine
Full of magic and appealing characters, this classic novel takes readers on a remarkable adventure. It's Omri's birthday, but
all he gets from his best friend, Patrick, is a little plastic Indian toy. Trying to hide his disappointment, Omri puts the Indian
in a metal cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious skeleton key that once belonged to his great-grandmother. Little
does Omri know that by turning the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic Indian into a real live man from an altogether
different time and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge
a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his precious Indian
from him?

Fahrenheit 451
She was looking for a little fun… Violet Douglas wants one night where she can be normal. Where she can do something for
herself and not be just her sibling’s guardian. So when she spies a tall, dark and sexy stranger, she’s ready to let her wild
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side roar. The last thing she expects is to see her one night stand one week later, when she drags her delinquent kid
brother to the Alpha Dog Training Program. He wasn’t looking for a commitment… Sgt. Dean Sparks is used to keeping
women at a distance, and yet he can’t resist Violet’s snapping wit or smile. So when he suggests a friends-with-benefits
arrangement, it seems like the perfect solution to their undeniable attraction. No emotional entanglement, just mindblowing sex. But with their lives becoming more and more entwined, Dean realizes that casual isn't enough for him
anymore. And as Violet finds herself leaning on Dean in a way she never has, will her fears put more distance between
them? Or can she let go of the past, and take a chance on happily ever after?

The Circle
NOW WITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE BOOKER PRIZE FOR FICTION More
than fifteen years after the events of The Handmaid's Tale, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip
on power, but there are signs it is beginning to rot from within. At this crucial moment, the lives of three radically different
women converge, with potentially explosive results. Two have grown up as part of the first generation to come of age in the
new order. The testimonies of these two young women are joined by a third: Aunt Lydia. Her complex past and uncertain
future unfold in surprising and pivotal ways. With The Testaments, Margaret Atwood opens up the innermost workings of
Gilead, as each woman is forced to come to terms with who she is, and how far she will go for what she believes. The
Testaments is a modern masterpiece, a powerful novel that can be read on its own or as a companion to Margaret Atwood’s
classic, The Handmaid’s Tale.
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